Beijing New Airport

Beijing

The star celebrates the spirit of journey whilst offering comfort and ease of passenger movement
Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners’ (RSHP’s) inspiration for the Beijing New Airport stems from the philosophy that sustainable architecture can transform space through order, scale and beauty. The terminal building’s unique star form is an expression of its architectural, human and functional ideals; the design celebrates both its physical and cultural context and the spirit of travel, while also prioritising passenger comfort and movement. As a world-leading, multi-modal transportation hub unparalleled in its flexibility, efficiency and beauty this project is an exceptional opportunity for Beijing to promote its enlightenment to the world through agenda-setting architecture.

Great buildings celebrate their context as well as making a key contribution to human experience and cultural life. This was the primary aim of RSHP’s proposal; to create a strong contextual relationship through the form and national symbolism of the five-pointed star. The world’s best airports simplify the complex business of air travel for the passenger through unseen but highly functional processing and technical systems. In addition to these systems, the genesis of RSHP’s solution – the star – furthered passenger experience by dramatically minimising walking distances. Its unique form provided 82 contact stands which could process over 45 million passengers a year.

RSHP’s proposal offers functionality and efficiencies that promote passenger health and wellbeing; integrating local public transport systems and delivering outstanding public space, creating clear direction for passengers from forecourt to plane, and utilising a significant amount of glazing and natural light.

The design concept delivers:

- a compact ‘Phase One’ terminal building with radial piers that connect directly to a single central processing hub and operate without the need for an Automated People Mover
- an efficient and economic building structure designed on a standard modular pier arrangement that optimises repetitive construction – minimising construction time and creating opportunities for prefabrication
- optimum convenience and an equality of spatial experience – intuitive wayfinding, open views, minimised walking distances and level changes, quick transfer times
- a free-standing and separately deliverable Intermodal Transportation Centre providing seamless interchange between public transport and the terminal
- priority to sustainable public transport modes for connections between the airport, the city and the wider Beijing region
- a terminal foreground where civic gardens dominate and provide a welcoming and vibrant public space for all airport users and the local community
- and a masterplan to maximise long-term development flexibility and provide the best response to air traffic growth in an unpredictable industry